The International Day of Mathematics (IDM) is a worldwide celebration. Each year on March 14 all countries will be invited to participate through activities for both students and the general public in schools, museums, libraries and other spaces.

**Invitation to schools to celebrate the International Day of Mathematics 2022**

One of the aims of the IDM is to convey the love for mathematics to young people and the message that mathematics is everywhere and that it is useful and beautiful.

Teachers are invited to celebrate in their classroom. Schools can also organize larger events.

The 2021 theme is: **Mathematics Unites**

Here are some suggestions:

- **Discuss the Mathematics Unites theme** and what it could mean.
- **One way Mathematics Unites is that There is a universal mathematical language.** As an illustration, you can use the **Proofs without words** in our classroom activities section.
- **Register** that your school is celebrating on the IDM website, so that it appears on the IDM event map 2022.

**Join us at www.idm314.org!**

- The **IDM logo** already exists in 23 languages and more will be added if requested.
- You can use the **IDM 2022 poster** (to appear soon) or produce your own with your students.
- **Participate in the live coverage** on March 14 (see the 2021 coverage as a reference).
- Visit the **IDM website** and **share photos or videos of your activities** on social networks.
- If you wish to organize an **event outside the classroom** you can use the **material proposed on the website**, available in several languages.
- **Subscribe** to the **IDM newsletter** to receive all the information in the run-up to IDM 2022.
- Join our **Mathematics Unites Photo Challenge** and put math on the map.

**All schools around the world are invited to celebrate!**

**We are here to help.**

Contact: Christiane Rousseau
info@idm314.org

Visit **www.idm314.org** for more information.

The International Day of Mathematics is a project led by the International Mathematical Union (https://www.mathunion.org/).